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You’ll notice that I’m
not at the meeting this
month. In the past few
months I feel like I am
unable to keep track
my life’s to do list on
track. I am feeling
stressed, and have
come to the realization
that I’ve been ignoring
many of my duties to this club. Mostly this
is due to my career demanding
significantly more of my time. It’s come
obvious to me that I’m doing all of you a
disservice right now. The next few
months are absolutely critical to
developing a strong season for the
membership, and I am simply unable to
focus on the club. As such, I have decided
to pass the reigns over to Lloyd
Richardson for the next few months, while
I try to gather myself, and reduce some of
the stress and workload in my life. Lloyd
has a proven track record and pulled
together a wonderful World of Wheels
display last year. I am confident that with
his guidance, the board and all the other
people that work so hard for this club will
be successful at bringing the 2010 season
to a roaring start!
I’d like to thank Briget, Yvonne, Lloyd and
Malcolm for all their hard work so far this
year. Thank you to all the appointed chairs
also. This club is nothing without all the
hard work you’ve all put in. I know that all
of you will continue to give the Lloyd and
the board your support. I will still be
available for advice, and consultations,
and I will be answering any emails.

Porsche Reveals High-Performance
918 Spyder Concept

The 918 Spyder concept combines high-tech racing features with
electric-mobility to offer a fascinating range of qualities. For
example, it is planned to provide an emission level of just 70 grams
of CO2 per kilometer on fuel consumption of only three liters/100
kilometers (equal to approximately 78 mpg U.S.), which is truly
outstanding, even for an ultra-compact city car. This car, however,
is intended to offer the performance of a super sports car with
acceleration from a standstill to 100 km/h in just under 3.2
seconds, top speed of 320 km/h (198 mph), and a lap time on the
Nordschleife of Nürburgring in less than 7:30 minutes, faster than
even the Porsche Carrera GT.
The 918 Spyder is one of three Porsche models with hybrid drive
making their world debut at the 2010 Geneva Motor Show. This trio
- made up of Porsche's new Cayenne S Hybrid SUV with parallel fullhybrid drive, the 911 GT3 R Hybrid race car with electric drive on
the front axle and a flywheel mass battery, and the two-seater
high-performance 918 Spyder mid-engined sports car with plug-in
hybrid technology - clearly demonstrates not only the great
bandwidth of this new drive technology, but also the innovative
power of Porsche as a genuine pioneer in hybrid drive.
The highly-innovative 918 Spyder concept car combines
Porsche's Intelligent Performance philosophy with the hightechnology from motorsport, with classic but modern design to
make a truly convincing statement.
Innovative powertrain
combines race-bred V8 engine
with electric drive

Thank you all, and I will see you in a few
months.
Tobias Theobald

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River
Ramblings” are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA.
The Red River Region is not responsible for any
services or merchandise advertised herein. The word
“Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of
automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or
relationship with the manufacturer or distributors.

This open two-seater is powered by a high-revving V8 developing
more than 500 horsepower and a maximum engine speed of 9,200
rpm - as well as electric motors on the front and rear axle with
overall mechanical output of 218 horsepower (160 kW).
The V8 combustion engine is the next step in the evolution of the
highly successful 3.4-liter power unit already featured in the RS
Spyder racing car and positioned mid-ship, in front of the rear axle,
giving the car excellent balance and the right set-up for supreme
performance on the race track.
Continued on page 4
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Whenever I can, I like to check out the
World of Wheels. It brought back good
memories of last year’s WOW. I
participated with other Red River
Region PCA members in the Club
Challenge. We all worked many hours
to produce our “Boys (and Girls too) and
Their Toys” display. It was great having
something “Porsche” to do during the
winter months. The effort was well worth
it as we won first prize.
T h i s y e a r, T h e
Manitoba Classic And
Antique Car Club’s
display seemed to have
had the most effort
put into it. It had
mannequins dressed in
attire of the era of the
cars that they were
placed next to, along with many other
props. Probably the highlight of my
night was to be coincidentally standing
near a doorway just as Henry Winkler
arrived for his autograph signing (who
doesn’t like “The Fonz”?). Our own
Malcom Hinds had volunteered to help
provide security. He had the pleasure of
meeting the still lovely Catherine Bach
from “The Dukes of Hazard”.
While at the show, many ideas for a
new Porsche display were swimming
around in my head. Who knows?
Maybe we’ll see one come to fruition in
the next year or two!
“Bodyguard”
Malcom
Hinds with
Daisy Duke
(aka
Catherine
Bach)

RED RIVER REGION

MEMBERSHIP Report
1 April 2010
Primary Members: 102; Affiliates: 71; Total: 173
“The Fonz”
Henry
Winkler
being
interviewed

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:
Sam Azzam (of Thompson MB) 2008 Carrera C4S
Brad Rotzien (of La Salle MB) 2009 Cayman S
If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge him or her to join our club.
CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair
Tel: 488-9622
E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com
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Courtesy
Porsche Cars North
America,
Inc. by a seven-speed
Power
isoftransmitted
to the
wheels
Porsche-Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (PDK) transmission
that feeds the power of the electric drive system to the
rear axle. The front-wheel electric drive powers the
wheels through a fixed transmission ratio.

The energy reservoir is a fluid-cooled lithium-ion battery
positioned behind the passenger cell. The big advantage
of a plug-in hybrid is that the battery can be charged on
the regular electrical network. A further point is that the
car's kinetic energy is converted into electrical energy
fed into the battery when applying the brakes, thus
providing additional energy for fast and dynamic
acceleration.
Driver's choice of four distinct driving modes
A button on the steering wheel allows the driver to
choose among four different running modes: The EDrive mode is for running the car under electric power
alone, with a range of up to 25 km or 16 miles. In the
Hybrid mode, the 918 Spyder uses both the electric
motors and the combustion engine as a function of

driving conditions and requirements, offering a range
from particularly fuel-efficient all the way to extrapowerful.
The Sport Hybrid mode uses both drive systems, but
with the focus on performance. Most of the drive power
goes to the rear wheels, with Torque Vectoring serving
to additionally improve the car's driving dynamics.
In the Race Hybrid mode the drive systems are focused
on pure performance with the highest standard of
driving dynamics on the track, running at the limit to
their power and dynamic output. With the battery
sufficiently charged, a push-to-pass button feeds in
additional electrical power (E-Boost), when overtaking
or for even better performance.
With the hybrid drive system offering this wide range of
individual modes and applications, the 918 Spyder is
able either to achieve lap times comparable to those of a
thoroughbred racing car, or the extremely low
emissions and high fuel economy figures of a plug-in
hybrid.
Advanced body structure and design
offer more than just good looks
Like the drivetrain, the lightweight body structure of the
Porsche 918 Spyder also bears out the car's DNA carried
over directly from motorsport: The modular structure
with its monocoque bodyshell made of carbon-fiberreinforced plastic (CFP) and liberal use of magnesium
and aluminum not only reduce weight to below 1,490
kg, or 3,285 lb, but also ensure supreme driving
precision thanks to a high level of torsional stiffness.
Reminiscent of highly successful, legendary racing cars
such as the Porsche 917 and the current Porsche RS
Spyder, the 918 Spyder, with its design concept so
typical of Porsche arouses powerful emotions. The
combination of racing car dimensions, clearly
structured design with perfectly balanced surfaces, and
innovative details throughout, creates an ideal
synthesis of form and function - following Porsche's
design DNA.
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The smooth balance of tradition and progress gives
the car a powerful stance on the road. Variable
aerodynamics, typical of Porsche, ensures both
visionary and traditional highlights especially
around the rear spoiler. The striking rear hoods
extending out of the headrests, in turn, not only
fulfill an aerodynamic function on the 918 Spyder,
but also accommodate retractable air intakes with
a ram air function.
High-tech interior provides
glimpse into the future
The driver and passenger are not only embedded in
contoured sports bucket seats but also form part of
the cockpit, which provides a synthesis of efficient
functionality and ergonomic high-tech operation.
Additionally, the cockpit offers a glimpse at the
potential interior architecture of future Porsche
super sports cars. The three free-standing circular
dials for road speed (left), engine speed (middle)
and energy management (right) would appear to
come directly from a racing car in the '60s, bearing
out that unique philosophy of driver orientation so
characteristic of Porsche.
The center console rises up towards the front in the 918
Spyder and houses a touch screen for intuitive control of
the car's functions, serving to reduce the number of
visible controls and maintain the principle of direct
operation.

Start Packing!
The 2010
Porsche
Parade

The control units relevant to the driver are mainly
concentrated on the three-spoke multifunction sports
steering wheel, while the variable driving modes are
supplemented by a switch enabling the driver to call up
various drive programs and serving as the push-to-pass
button for E-boosting. Instrument illumination, finally,
varies from green for the consumption-oriented running
modes to red for the performance-oriented driving
programs.

St. Charles, Illinois
July 3-9, 2010
PCA’s National
Convention offers:
Autocross · Concours · Rally
Driving Tours · Tech Sessions
Social Events · and more!
Explore the beautiful Fox River Valley
and nearby Chicago-area attractions.

The Porsche 918 Spyder concept also comes with further
innovative functions such as the Range Manager. After
being activated in the Center Display, the Range
Manager uses the map in the navigation system to
present the remaining range the car is able to cover,
naturally allowing the driver to influence that range
through the appropriate choice of power and
performance.

Learn more and register at
parade2010.pca.org

In cities with environmental alert areas the Range
Manager also states whether the driver is able to reach a
certain destination on electric power alone.

Registration closes
June 20, 2010
so start planning now!

Applying this information and using further info on the
availability and location of special energy filling stations,
the driver is then able to choose his personal style of
driving as well as the right battery charge and filling
strategy.
Offering a unique combination of extremely low fuel
consumption, supreme performance and long electric
range, the Porsche 918 Spyder concept represents an
essential milestone in Porsche's strategy on the way to
genuine electric-mobility.
Submitted by Jill Beck
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Porsche 911 Turbo S
Geneva Debut

First new 911
Turbo S in five
years will provide
530 hp and 24 mpg

ATLANTA - February 8, 2010 - Taking its place at the top of the
Porsche 911 line-up, the new 911 Turbo S will deliver exclusivity
along with 530 hp, 516 lb ft of torque and an impressive 24 miles per
gallon highway. It will be available in both Coupe and Cabriolet form,
with the range-topping 911 to feature a remarkable list of standard
equipment including the seven-speed PDK, PCCB brakes, Sport
Chrono Package Turbo and more. The 2011 911 Turbo S Coupe and
Cabriolet will be available in May, 2010 with a MSRP of $159,100 and
$170,200 respectively.
Submitted by Jill Beck

MINI QUIZ

FROM PARADE PORTLAND 2006 TECHNICAL QUIZ

1. What did Porsche refer to as the “panorama effect”?
(a) It was the original name of the open-topped Targa
(b) It was the impact Porsche Panorama had on prospective PCA members
(c) It referred to Porsche’s first wrap-around windshield
2. True or False: The rear track of a Carrera GT is wider than the front track.
(a) True
(b) False
3. How quickly, according to the factory, can a Cayman S cover a standing quarter mile?
(a) 8.3 seconds
(b) 11.7 seconds
(c) 13.3 seconds
(d) 16.9 seconds
4. The Porsche badge as we know it today was first used in which year?.
(a) 1948
(b) 1950
(c) 1952
(d) 1954
5. True or False: The stag’s antlers in the Porsche crest represents the state of Wurttemburg.
(a) True
(b) False
6. Gasoline weighs 6 pounds a gallon, and water weighs 8.3 pounds a gallon.
How much does a gallon of oil weigh?
(a) 7.4 pounds
(b) 9.3 pounds
(c) 11.7 pounds
(d) 15.2 pounds
Answers on next page
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By Mark Sawatsky

Last summer I took my 1972 Race Bug out for some Solo Sprint racing at Gimli
Motorsports Park. At the time it had a hot rod 2110 cc VW flat four cylinder. In theory it
should have made almost 200 horsepower but my acceleration out of the corners felt more
like 60 horsepower. I pulled that engine out and sold it with the plan to put some other
modern powerplant in it. With the ice race season approaching I decided to put a stock,
1600 cc VW engine in the Bug and have some fun on a frozen lake.
The engine made 60 hp when it left the VW factory but 26 years and 70,000 miles later,
it was probably making less than 50 hp. It was still a lot of fun on the ice, I had studded tires
and could keep up with all out ice race cars on their unstudded tires. However, after a few
laps the clutch would start to slip in 3rd gear and I couldn't get above 70 km/h. I did not have
time to replace the clutch before the end of the ice race season so I decided to get the car
ready for the Solo Sprint season this spring. I needed more power and of course, a new
clutch.
At the same time I bought the Bug on E-bay, I also bought a Turbo kit for a great price. I
still had the kit sitting in a box so I pulled it out and began installing it on the Bug. The
problem was that it was missing a bunch of parts, now I know why it was so cheap. The
header tubes that run from the front two cylinders were missing, so I had to fabricate those
from other header pieces. And the intake manifold positioned the carb at an odd angle,
making throttle and choke actuation awkward so I manufactured my own intake manifold
from scratch.
Another piece that was missing was the turbo oil return line. I had to manufacture the
fitting that bolts to the turbo and got Westcan on McPhillips to make me a return line. I
bolted it all together and fired it up, and flames shot out the exhaust….awesome!! Ok, all
was good, right? Not so fast, when I revved the engine up a few times, oil would shoot out
the exhaust. I went online to research what the problem could be and the general opinion
on the turbo forums was that my oil return line was too small. Apparently, even the slightest
pressure in the return line causes oil to push past the oil seals and out the exhaust. I went
back to Westcan and had them make me a 5/8” inside diameter stainless braided line. I
had to make a new fitting for the turbo and weld another fitting onto the valve cover to
accommodate the new return line. There was now much less oil coming out the exhaust
but it was not eliminated. I ordered a new seal kit, disassembled the turbo and put it in the
parts washer. While I wait for the kit to arrive, I tackled another classic Beetle problem,
aerodynamics.
Classic Beetles have a very swoopy shape, especially considering they were
designed in the 1930's. The problem is that wind tunnels didn't exist back then and the
designer, Ferdinand Porsche, didn't think the car would ever exceed 100 km/h. He was
right, with the stock 1600 cc engine the car could hardly break 100 km/h on the Gimli race
track. That should all change this summer because with the new turbo and adjustable
boost of up to 20 psi, the engine's power could triple to over 150 hp. When a classic Beetle
approaches 150 km/h, it's shape causes it to become unstable because it is literally lifted
off the ground. On the west coast, road racing and drag racing of Bugs has been going on
as long as there have been Bugs, and they have sorted out the aerodynamic issues. The
cure is a large flat wing on the back and a splitter on the front.
No need to spend a lot of money on wind tunnel tested wings or splitters when some
carefully bent and trimmed aluminum sheet will do. I had Tailor Made manufacturing bend
some 1/16th inch aluminum sheet for me and I made a cardboard template to get the
shape just right before cutting anything. A few hours later I had an adjustable wing on the
back and I set about making the more complex front splitter. It had to be level and
incorporate nicely into the front fenders without interfering with the tires while turning. It
took a lot of trimming, grinding and even some reinforcements of the front fenders to make
it all work but it's done and cost virtually nothing but time. That's all I can do until the turbo
seal kit arrives, look for a future article on installing a front sway bar and road testing the car
for the first time.

ANSWERS:
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1. (c), 2. (b), 3. (c), 4. (c), 5. (a) 6. (a)

MINI QUIZ

Next-Generation
Porsche Cayenne Led by
Intelligent, Powerful Hybrid
In line with the Porsche Intelligent
Performance philosophy, the entire range,
from the entry level Cayenne with a V6
engine to the 500-horsepower Cayenne
Turbo, all deliver improved performance
while using less fuel and producing fewer
emissions than ever before.
The New Porsche Cayenne will make its
North American debut at the New York
International Auto Show (press days:
March 31 and April 1, public days: April 211). The Cayenne S and Cayenne Turbo go
on sale in July as a 2011 model, and U.S.
pricing will be announced soon. Porsche
dealerships will offer the Cayenne and
Cayenne S Hybrid in the fall.
The performance of a V8 with the fuel
efficiency of a V6 The highlight is the new
Cayenne S Hybrid featuring a highly
sophisticated parallel full hybrid drive
system. With a combined power output of
380 horsepower from the supercharged V6
combustion engine and an electric motor,
the Cayenne S Hybrid combines the
performance of a V8 with theeconomy of a
V6.
Through continuous interaction between
the 3.0-liter supercharged V6 and electric
motor, the Cayenne S Hybrid focuses on
maximum efficiency. Depending on driving
conditions, either drive unit can operate
independently or together. The 47horsepower (34 kW) electric motor is the
ideal partner for the 333-horsepower
engine, which produces high torque at low
engine speeds. With peak torque at 427 lbft at just 1,000 rpm, the Cayenne S
Hybrid's performance is on par with a V8powered Cayenne S.

Valid Monday - Thursday
noon to midnight!

575 C Berry Street,
Winnipeg, MB

204-774-KART (5278)
*some restrictions apply, see website for details. www.speedworld.ca
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The Cayenne S Hybrid's two drive units are
connected by a decoupling clutch. A hybrid
controller constantly coordinates their
complex interaction, and intelligent
management of the clutch makes the
transition among various driving modes
seamless. Like many hybrids, the Cayenne
S Hybrid can cover short distances on
electric power alone, free of emissions and
noise up to 60 km/h or almost 40 mph. For
aggressive acceleration, the motor
provides an extra 'boost' to the gasoline
engine.
What makes the Cayenne S Hybrid unique

is its ability to cruise at high speeds on electric power
alone. The gasoline engine can be completely switched
off and disengaged from the drivetrain at speeds of up to
97 mph. Christened by the Weissach engineers as
'sailing' - or cruising -- mode, the drag forces exerted by
the combustion engine and their braking effect are
eliminated in the interest of lower resistance and fuel
consumption.
All new-generation Cayenne SUVs set high standards for
efficiency and performance. Compared withthe former
models, fuel consumption is down by up to 23 percent in
the New European Driving Cycle and CO2 emissions are
significantly reduced, despite the increased
performance. Actual EPA-certified fuel economy figures
will be available when the cars go on sale in North
America in July.

console that, like the Panamera, rises up at an incline to
meet the dashboard center stack with high-quality
fittings and a touch-screen infotainment interface.
Porsche's traditional set of five round instruments in the
drivers gauge cluster includes a high-resolution circular
TFT screen to the right of the tachometer. It can be used
to change radio stations, vehicle settings, or access the
navigation system or view the map. Rear-seat comfort
is much improved, as well. The bench slides fore-andaft by 6.3 inches, while the backrest can be adjusted to
three different angles.

A new eight-speed Tiptronic S automatic transmission
with a wide range of gear ratios and the Automatic Start
Stop function (first introduced on the Panamera)
contribute to these improvements. So does efficient
thermal management of the engine and transmission
cooling circuits, on-board electrical network
recuperation, variable deceleration fuel cut-off and the
Cayenne's intelligent lightweight construction.

The Cayenne V6 and V8 engines are more powerful and
more fuel efficient The entry-level Cayenne with its 300horsepwer 3.6-liter V6 engine and mated to the new
eight-speed Tiptronic S automatic transmission
consumes 20 percent less fuel in the New European
Driving Cycle than its predecessor.

New Cayenne sheds weight, gains space, yet looks more
sleek and compact Thanks to a special combination of
materials as well as changes in the overall vehicle
concept, such as a new all-wheel drive system, weight
has been significantly reduced on all models. Despite an
even higher standard of safety, the Cayenne S is 400 lbs
lighter, which not only improves fuel consumption and
lowers emissions, but also boosts performance, agility,
and handling.

Fuel consumption is also down significantly on the hightorque Cayenne S. Its 4.8-liter V8 produces 400
horsepower, 15 more than the previous model. When
combined with the overall weight savings, performance
is markedly increased, yet fuel consumption is down by
23 percent in the New European Driving Cycle.

The completely new Cayenne design leaves no doubt
that it is part of the Porsche family. Its sporting character
is evident from all angles, and its Porsche shape and
design highlights are more distinct than ever before.

The Cayenne Turbo, with its 500-horsepower, 4.8-liter
twin-turbocharged V8 also consumes 23 percent less
fuel than its predecessor despite its improved
performance and acceleration.

The new Cayenne is 1.9 inches longer than its
predecessor, and an added 1.6 inches in wheelbase
ensures extra space and greater versatility. But despite
larger exterior dimensions, the new Cayenne looks far
more compact and dynamic.

Together with the Cayenne S Hybrid, three of the new
Cayenne models produce less than 200 grams of CO2
per kilometer. At 193 g/km, the Cayenne S Hybrid is not
only the cleanest Cayenne model, but also the cleanest
vehicle in Porsche's entire portfolio.
Source - insideline.com

Inside, the luxurious interior features a high center

Submitted by Jill Beck

WANTED
PORSCHE MAGAZINES,
BOOKS, MANUALS,
CDs, DVDs

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them
to the Red River Region Library. Contact
Lloyd Richardson at LRichardson@towereng.ca
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Fargo Weekend 2010
Fargo will be hosting their annual Fargo
Porsche Fest on the May long weekend,
May 22-24. In the past, a small reception
is held on Friday. On Saturday, there will
be a Show & Shine from 10am to 3pm at
Valley Imports. This is usually followed
by a drive and dinner. An autocross is
held on Sunday afternoon. We’ve always
had a great time at this event and highly
recommend it.

If you are considering attending this
event, book your hotel reservation
NOW (when booking, ask if you would
be able to cancel if unable to go).
Better safe than sorry! We can suggest
Holiday Inn Express, Wingate by
Windham or Ramada Inn. There is also a
Holiday Inn but it does not offer any sort
of breakfast plan whereas the others do.
I noticed in the Fargo calendar their
group has a Winnipeg weekend
sketched in. We will be informing the
Fargo group that we are planning to invite
them the weekend of June 18 – 20. June
20th is Father’s Day and there is an
autocross, and show & shines that
weekend.
COTTAGE
LOTS
AVAILABLE

Check the RRR PCA website for
confirmation and updates.
Yvonne Friesen, Treasurer
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Porsche Genuine Leather Steering Wheel Airbag. Black
with Gold Porsche crest. Nice piece!! $399. 1/4 the price of a
NEW one. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

MODELS FOR SALE
Radio Control Porsche Carrera GT. Gigantic 1:10 scale
model. Brand New in original box with all rechargeable
batteries included. Working lights and authentic sounds.
Guards red with chrome-like one-piece wheels. No longer
available. New in box. $299. Call Kevin @ 254-5178.

Porsche Genuine Leather-Wrap Steering Wheel. Black.
New condition!! $299 Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

Porsche 959, 1:18 scale collectors model, metallic white
with burgundy interior and trademark 959 triple-stripe on
seats. Brand new in original box, discontinued years ago.
This is serial no. 0001 so it is ultra-rare. $250. Kevin. 2545178

Chrome Lug Nuts - 20 Vertex Auto chromeplated aluminum lug nuts in almost new
condition. They have been installed once and
torqued twice by hand (no impact gun). $50. Joe
at 795-7551 or email at rsa@mts.net

Porsche Carrera GT, 1:18 scale collectors model in classic
guards red. Detailed see-through/lid-lift engine bay and
independent suspension with yellow PCCB brakes. Brand
new in original box. $175. Kevin. 254-5178

Porsche 911 993 Illuminated Reflector Bar - The very first of its kind,
ILLUMINATED "PORSCHE" name. This is a plug 'n play replacement for the
existing OEM lens. Now, you can proudly display the PORSCHE brand when
you drive down the street or at the next Porsche event. It can be wired to come
on in three unique ways: Whenever the car
is started or; whenever the lights are turned
on; or whenever the brakes are engaged.
There are no bulbs to change or replace.
The built-in ballast ensures constant even
lighting. Weatherproof, shock proof, and
copy proof. The design required to
complete this was extensive as Porsche
never intended anyone to be creative
enough to modify the OEM reflector bar.
But it was done using the existing letters as
the template. The rest required internal
fabrication and testing and refinements to
get the effect to be not too dim and not too bright but just right. So yes, it is
completely street legal in all states and provinces.
$899.00 shipped for FREE anywhere within North America. Call Kevin at : 204254-5178 or email porscheclub@mac.com

Porsche No. 1, the first model 356 produced in Gmund,
Austria in 1948. 1:18 scale die cast painted silver with red
seats. Very hard to come by model beautifully detailed right
down to the rims. A nice example of Porsche history for the
iconic collector. Brand new in original display box. $175. Call
Kevin @ 254-5178 or porscheclub@mac.com

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
New adjustable early 944 suspension, coilovers, Konis, used heavy swaybar,
new pads and dash cap $1200 OBO Mike 204-848-7582
Porsche 1987-1990 928 rear bumper lettering. Each
large letter (P-O-R-S-C-H-E) fits into the embossed script
lettering in the bumper as if it were a factory original. This
ALL-WEATHER designer set comes in two different
colors to match almost any color bumper. Silver or black.
Adds an OEM look you see in newer car models today.
Photos available upon request. $50.
porscheclub@mac.com. Kevin. 254-5178.

For Sale: windshield washer fluid tank (used) for 944, complete with cap, cap
nozzles, internal hoses (one with screened pick-up). Out of a 1984 944, but will
likely fit a number of other model years. $20.00 Contact Brian Hanson via e-mail
at brian_hanson@mts.net

Porsche Tequipment TrafficPro satellite
navigation system for the 993, 996 and 986
Boxster (1995-2002). Brand new item in the box with
navigation CD's and GPS antenna. This is a plug
and play with removal of factory radio unit and use of
all existing connectors. Route guidance information
is delivered visually on the dotmatrix display as well
as in the form of voice output via the standard audio
speakers. This unit triples as a radio/CD/Navigation
system. Long since discontinued, dealer list was: $1,421.33 USD. Porsche part
#: 000-044-900-78. Now only $599 which is competitive with high end
aftermarket units which stick to the windshield. This one fits where it belongs and
is OEM. Note: can be used with any Porsche model with some modifications.
Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE 1985 guards red Porsche 911 Carrera cabriolet. The vehicle has
just turned over 50,000 original miles. Many upgrades including steering wheel
with Porsche decorated horn button. After market custom leather front seats
with red leather inserts. Two
month old Goodyear Eagle GT
F1 (highest performance tire
Goodyear makes) all 4 tires.
2000 Porsche Carrera factory
rims. Aftermarket Porsche
wailtail for high performance
“look”. Aftermarket pioneer
sound system with CD player
and removable face plate.
Newer manual top with 2 separate covers. Optional exact replica of this Porsche
in smaller go cart with a 6 hp Honda engine. Perfect for kids, or to enter show and
shines. Manitoba safety expired, will safety again. Priced for quick sale at only
$19,900 O.B.O. Call Mario @ 336-2746

European Leather Cream. As a show car competitor
people often ask me what products I use to make old
cars look like new. Recently, I was able to secure one
of those product lines I use direct from the supplier and
pass along wholesale savings to club members.
European leather cream direct from Italy for your cars
interior. Three jars. One to clean, shine and protect
against environmental elements; one as a conditioner
and softener, and one as a color restorer. Urad (the
world's number one selling leather care product of its kind) is used on the type of
quality hides you'll find in your Porsche, no matter how old they are. It can also be
used on your leather furniture, jackets, purses, and boots and shoes. It even
brings back old parched vinyl from the dead. $60 for all three which includes the
tax. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email porscheclub@mac.com.

For Sale: 2006 Porsche Certified (through 2012) 911 (997) Carrera
Cabriolet. Priced to sell at
$65,000 (CAD). 23,000 Km, Seal
Gray Metallic and grey interior.
Options include 19 inch Carrera S
wheels, Bose Surround Sound
System, Bi-Xenon lighting
system, Heated power seats,
Porsche Active Suspension
Management (PASM), Sport Chrono Package Plus, Three-Spoke sports
steering wheel in leather. Call 204-261-7947 (Winnipeg, MB).

Porsche Silver and Gold Crests. Brand new. For use on
steering wheel, dash, door sill, side fender, center cap on wheel
. 1/3rd the cost of new from Porsche. $30 each. Contact Kevin
@ 254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

A 2006 Silver Carrera Cabriolet, 10,000 km, Tiptronic, has been traded in at
Birchwood BMW. If you are interested, call Gerry Wilson at 837-5811.

To advertise here contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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RED RIVER REGION CALENDAR of LOCAL EVENTS
• Auto-x - April 24th - 10am - Springs Church
• High Performance Driving Experience
with the WSCC May 1 and 2.
Contact Winnipeg Sports Car Club for details.

• WSCC Auto-x May 8 and 9 at St. Andrews airport.

Red River Region Executive
President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB

Contact Winnipeg Sports Car Club for details.

• Fargo Weekend, 2010 See page 10
Upcoming events will also be posted on our
region web site - redriverpca.org

Vice-President/Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT
www.pca.org

Next club meeting - 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, May 5th, 2010
Check web site for location.
Please feel free to join us earlier for or refreshments before the meeting begins.
As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

Treasurer
Yvonne Friesen
yvonnef@mts.net

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com

Past President
Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES

Red River Region Appointed Chairs
MAAC Representative
(Manitoba Association of
Auto Clubs)
Kevin Dill
krd@mac.com
EVENTS OF OTHER
CAR CLUBS
Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Zone 10 Midwest Representative
Doug Pierce (Kansas), 913-897-5444,
zone10rep@yahoo.com
If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

